Flash Gordon

Adventure on Artico
An original story especially written and drawn for this book.
Since space ships travel at incredible speed, the controls A are simplified so that the pilot may fully concentrate on flying. The pilot gets audio readings on instruments, eliminating the maze of visual instruments used on conventional type airplanes.

The wing tip atomic engines on a space ship replace the conventional type of airplane rudder.

The thrust from the central atomic engine is used for controlling elevation. Thus every control on a space ship is a vital power unit. Thereby eliminating the drag caused by surface controls.
ON THE PLANET ARCTICO, KING ZERO BOASTS TO HIS BETROTHED QUEEN, "WATCH THE TELEVIZOR SCREEN, LIZA; FLASH GORDON HAS LOST! HIS PLANET, MONGO, WILL BE YOUR WEDDING PRESENT!"

"SURELY, ZARKOV, YOU CAN DEVISE A COUNTER WEAPON FOR THIS ATTACK," PLEADS FLASH. "OUR PLANET, MONGO, IS BEING DESTROYED BY ICE. IF ARCTICO DESTROYS US, THEY CAN DESTROY THE UNIVERSE!"

"SCIENTISTS OF ARCTICO HAVE DISCOVERED THE FRAZIL-RAYS FROM LARGE SUNS THEY ARE DIRECTING THE RAYS INTO THE ATMOSPHERE OVER MONGO CAUSING A CHANGE IN CLIMATE."
SNOW FALLS CONTINUOUSLY ON MONGO. THE NORMALLY SNOW-CAPPED MOUNTAINS OF MONGO HAVE BECOME THE MOTHERS OF GLACIERS.

THERE IS A MASS EXODUS FROM THE FARM LANDS AS THE COUNTRY PEOPLE FORSAKE THEIR HOMES FOR THE SECURITY THEY HOPE TO FIND IN THE STRONG BUILDINGS OF THE CITIES.

FLASH WORKS DAY AND NIGHT TRYING TO AID HIS PEOPLE... URGING DR. ZARKOV AND HIS SCIENTISTS TO DEVELOP A COUNTER WEAPON AGAINST THIS COLD WAR.

DALE WORKS WITH THE DOCTORS AND NURSES... AIDING THE HOMELESS WHO SUFFER FROM EXPOSURE IN THE OVERCROWDED CITIES.

"ZARKOV," SAYS A DETERMINED FLASH. "I'LL ASK FOR VOLUNTEERS! DESPITE YOUR WARNINGS, I'M HEADING A BOMBING MISSION TO ARCTICO. I WILL NOT HAVE THE PEOPLE OF MONGO ENDURE THIS ANY LONGER!"
"SURELY, FLASH? PROTESTS ZARCOV, "YOU CAN SEE THE FOLLY OF SUCH ACTION. THE GUNS OF ARCTICO WILL DOWN YOU WITH FRAZIL RAYS BEFORE YOU GET THERE."

"CAPTAIN, CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS FOR A MISSION TO ARCTICO. ORDAINS FLASH, "HAVE MEN, SHIPS, AND EQUIPMENT READY FOR DEPARTURE AT 0400!"

"FLASH, I'VE HEARD OF YOUR MISSION, I MUST GO WITH YOU!" DALE VOLUNTEERS. "NO, DALE, THIS MISSION IS FAR TOO DANGEROUS." RETURNS FLASH.

"SHE TURNS TO ZARCOV, BUT HE NODS AGREEMENT WITH FLASH, "VERY WELL," SIGHS DALE, "I'LL RETURN TO MY DUTIES!"

2400: FLASH GETS CLEARANCE FROM THE CONTROL CENTER AND LAUNCHES HIS SHIP INTO THE AIR.....

..... AND HIS FLIGHT GROUP FOLLOWS UP THROUGH THE BLINDING SNOWSTORM. "CHECK ALL DEFROSTING UNITS," FLASH CAUTIONS, "OUR LIVES WILL DEPEND ON THEM!"
HOURS LATER FLASH'S FLEET ZOOMS THROUGH SPACE, FREE OF THE SNOWSTORMS IN THE ATMOSPHERE OF MONGO.

ON ARCTICO....“SO FLASH GORDON HAS LOST?” QUERIES LIZA. “WELL, TAKE A LOOK AT THE SCREEN, KING ZERO.... YOU'RE GETTING COMPANY!”

“DON'T STAND THERE! DO SOMETHING!” EXCLAIMS LIZA. "ALL HAS BEEN DONE. WATCH THE SCREEN," LAUGHS KING ZERO.

AS LIZA WATCHES SHE SEES ONE OF FLASH'S SHIPS FREEZE OVER. "FLASH! DEFOSTING UNIT INADEQUATE!" THE PILOT SHOUTS OVER HIS RADIO.

"SCATTER! GO INTO AEROBATICS." ORDERS FLASH. "I'M GOING IN FOR A STRIKE. STAY OUT OF THEIR PRAZIL-RAY FIRE UNTIL I REPORT BACK."

ROLLING AND TURNING FLASH ROARS OVER THE SURFACE OF ARCTICO. "STOP! LEVEL OFF, FLASH!" SCREAMS A FEMININE VOICE.
"STOP! I'M BECOMING VERY ILL!" THE VOICE ADDS. "WHAT IN HEAVEN'S NAME.... DALE.... THAT'S DALE'S VOICE," SHOUTS FLASH.

"YES, DARLING, I STOWED AWAY.... I HAD TO COME WITH YOU.... BUT YOUR STUNT FLYING GAVE ME A TOUCH OF AIRSICKNESS. FORGIVE ME, FLASH," PLEADS DALE.

"YOU'RE FORGIVEN, BUT STRAP YOURSELF DOWN. WE'VE A BATTLE ON OUR HANDS!" SAYS FLASH, AS HE FORCES HIS SHIP UP TO REJOIN HIS FLIGHT GROUP....

"....BUT HIS SHIP RESPONDS SLUGGISHLY. "ARCTICO IS LAYING DOWN A SCREEN OF FRAZIL-RAYS.... ALL SHIPS REPORT FLIGHT CONDITIONS!" ORDERS FLASH.

"NO RESPONSE!" SAYS FLASH. "THEY MUST ALL BE DOWN AND WE ARE FREEZING OVER FAST!"

"HANG ON, DALE! WE'RE GOING INTO ARCTICO. MIGHT AS WELL GO DOWN NOW WHILE I HAVE SOME CONTROL OVER THE SPACE-SHIP," SAYS FLASH.
THEY ARE ALL DOWN, ZERO! WE'VE WON!

YES! THE DOGS! ONE OF THEM DESTROYED A FRAZIL-RAY SUN. I'LL MAKE THEM PAY IF ANY SURVIVED!

“I’LL HANDLE THIS MYSELF,” SHOUTS ZERO. “YOU REMAIN HERE, LIZA!”

“GET THOSE SEARCH MACHINES OPERATING!” ORDERS ZERO FROM HIS POWER SLED. “USE FULL POWER. GATHER IN THOSE MONGO AIRMEN BEFORE MY WRATH SUBSIDES!”

MAGNETIC FIELDS TURN SLOWLY ON THEIR AXIS. GETTING A FIX ON A MONGO SHIP, THEY STOP AND EXERT THEIR POWER OF ATTRACTION....

“DALE, ARE YOU ALL RIGHT?” ASKS FLASH. “YES, I THINK SO. OH, I'M SORRY, FLASH. I FEEL THIS IS ALL MY FAULT!” SHE SOBS.

“DALE! WE'RE MOVING! NOT UNDER OUR OWN POWER.... BUT SOME FORCE IS DRAGGING US.” FLASH INTERRUPTS.
Flash uses the atomic power of his space-ship to repel the magnetic pull....

But slowly Zero wins... and Flash and Dale become his captives.

Flash and Dale are brought before Zero. "Why, a beautiful lady!" Gasps Zero. "You shall be extended all the courtesies of universal law in time of war. You will be my royal guest!"

"But you, Gordon, will be treated as an invader. You dared lead an attack against Arctico. You are sentenced to the slave gangs of the ocean gardens," Zero orders.

"No one dares stand up against King Zero," he boasts. Dale pleads for Flash, but Zero brushes her aside. "You may enjoy the privileges of my realm, but speak not for this criminal!"

"You call me a criminal, when you try to enslave a planet," says Flash as he cuts loose with a right that rocks Zero across the room.
"That was very foolish of you, Gordon! I'll send you to the squid-infested waters of the Arctic Ocean. There you will be forced to use your hands, Scowls Zero."

"Zero barks orders into a phone... and Flash soon finds himself a captive in a fast-moving sled racing across the cold wastes of Arcxico toward the frozen sea..."

"At the port-of-slaves he is given a diver's uniform. "Look you well at the daylight, you won't be seeing anything but water, seaweed, and squid for the rest of your life," warns the guard."

"Fully equipped, Flash is taken to the work-sub. Orders are given and the craft descends into the icy waters."

"Down toward the ocean floor the sub dives, carrying Flash to a very uncertain future."
FLASH QUESTIONS A FELLOW SLAVE, "WHY ALL THIS ACTIVITY ON THE OCEAN FLOOR?" THE SLAVE REPLIES, "WE GLEAN SEAWEED WHICH IS PROCESSED FOR FOOD. ARCTICO LIVES OFF THE SEA!"

A GUARD INTERRUPTS. "ATTENTION YOU SLAVES, CHECK RESPIRATORS AND PREPARE TO PASS THROUGH THE AIR LOCK INTO THE OCEAN GARDENS!"

FLASH AND THE SLAVES ENTER THE AIR LOCK. THE DOOR IS SECURED BEHIND THEM. WATER BEGINS TO FILL THE CHAMBER......

THE AIR LOCK FILLS WITH WATER. ONE SIDE SLIDES OPEN AND FLASH AND THE SLAVES STEP OUT INTO THE SUBMARINE WORLD.

A BRAWNY MAN APPROACHES THEM: "I AM THE BOSS HERE. YOU WILL FOLLOW MY ORDERS... OR REGRET YOUR DISOBEDIENCE! YOU WILL LIVE IN THE WORK-SUB...... THERE GOES YOUR LAST CONTACT WITH THE WORLD ABOVE!"

"THese are your tools... Machetes! One to each man." he continues. "They are sharp! Do not touch your uniform with them... Good luck... May each of you survive your sentence,"
Flash and the new slaves are assigned to their tasks. Hour after hour they labor in the wild underwater world.

In the work-sub, a communications man watches his instruments closely. "Stand by to alert the slaves," he announces, "I think I hear squid!"

Tuning in on the sound he believes coming from the squid, he brings it into focus on his search screen. "Squid! Sound the alarm! Get the slaves in!"

The deafening shriek of a siren pierces the ears of the slave workers. "What is that?" asks Flash. "Call to the work-sub," returns a slave, "he's in danger!"

Guards fire their underwater guns at the advancing enemy, wounded by the fire, the marauding squid lays down a smoke screen......

Enveloped in the smoke screen, the slaves race wildly for safety. Flash turns to see a fellow slave caught in the tentacles of the sea monster.
"WHAT ABOUT THAT MAN?" FLASH SHOUTS TO A GUARD. "HIS MISFORTUNE! NOTHING CAN BE DONE! GET TO THE WORK-SUB, SLAVE!" RETURNS THE GUARD.

"YES, SOMETHING CAN BE DONE," SAYS FLASH AS HE GRASPS THE GUARD'S GUN...

...AND PLUNGES INTO THE SMOKE SCREEN TOWARD THE GIANT SQUID.

"HAVE TO BE CAREFUL... NOT TO HIT THE SLAVE," THINKS FLASH AS HE FIRES THROUGH THE CLOUDED WATER.

"THE FOOL! HE'S STILL FIRING! BUT HE WON'T LAST LONG!" SAYS THE GUARD. "WE'LL MOVE ON TO OTHER FIELDS, NOT SAFE TO WORK HERE FOR A WHILE!"

FLASH AND THE SLAVE HE SET OUT TO RESCUE ARE LEFT TO THEIR DESTINY AS THE WORK-SUB MOVES AWAY FROM THE SCENE.
The following day, a slave, having served his sentence, is released from service in the Ocean Gardens. "You were fortunate to survive, go to King Zero and pay your respects to him," says the warden.

The free slave journeys to the royal palace, where he waits his turn to see King Zero. "I must tell the king of the great bravery of the slave called Flash," he thinks.

Gaining his audience with Zero, he blurts out the story of Flash and the slave. "Silence!" growls Zero. But it is too late—dale heard the story.

"Tell me," pleads Dale, "has Flash been found?" The free slave says, "No, Lady! Our work-sub abandoned them!"

She turns to King Zero, "I beg of you, sir, let me have equipment so that I might search for Flash!" Zero sighs, "Soren, Gordon was my enemy. It must end as such!"

"You needn't worry your pretty head," he continues near by, Liza watches closely. "I must do something about this," she thinks.
"YOU CRUEL!--" TEMPER Binds
DALE'S TONGUE AS SHE SLAPS
ZERO ACROSS THE FACE.

AND RUSHES FROM
THE ROOM... "IF SHE ONLY
LOVED ME AS SHE DOES FLASH
GORDON. SHE WILL IN TIME," THINKS
ZERO.

"DALE!" LIZA WHISPERS. "SAY NOTHING,
BUT COME WITH ME. I AM YOUR FRIEND. I
WILL SEE TO IT THAT YOU CAN SEARCH
FOR FLASH GORDON!"

"OH, LIZA, YOU ARE A DEAR."
GASPS DALE. "NO TIME TO WASTE."
SAYS LIZA. "GET READY FOR YOUR
JOURNEY AND COME TO MY QUARTERS!"

DALE GONE, LIZA SUMMONS
HER BROTHER. "GO TO THE PORT-OF-
SLAVES AT ONCE. MAKE READY A SUB FOR
THE LADY DALE. BUT SABOTAGE IT WELL.
SO THAT IT MAY NEVER SURFACE ONCE IT DIVES!"

LATER, LIZA BIDS FAREWELL
TO DALE: "GO TO THE PORT-OF-SLAVES.
MY BROTHER WILL MEET YOU THERE.
ARRANGEMENTS HAVE ALL BEEN MADE.
GOOD LUCK! BELIEVE ME, YOU'LL NEED IT!"
"FASTER! Won't this thing go faster?" Dale urges the driver of the power sled, as it seems to drag on the journey to the coast.

Liza's brother meets Dale and takes her to the sub captain. Captain Eyce, here is the lady Dale Arden. The captain beams, 'Glad to have you aboard, ma'am. We'll do our best to find Flash Gordon.'

"Well, I must go—" The brother starts, but is cut short by the captain's right. "Put him in the boat!" orders the captain. "He tried to sabotage my sub!"

"Get under way," shouts the captain... and Dale starts her search for Flash.

"Watch this screen," the captain tells Dale. "If we are to find your Flash, you'll see him there first!"

Hour after hour, Dale watches the screen, but not once do they locate a clue that would lead them to Flash. "Better get some rest, girl," the captain urges.
Meanwhile, Flash has saved the slave. "I can never thank you enough for what you have done," gasps the slave.

"Forget it!" says Flash. "How long have you been a slave? What do you know of these ocean gardens? Is there any escape?"

I have been down here many years! There is no escape! We must try joining a working party if we wish to live!" returns the slave.

So Flash and the slave set out to wander in the ocean gardens, fighting off many dangers along the way.

They rest from time to time, to conserve their strength... for they well know that hunger will take its toll soon enough.

A spark of hope is aroused as the slave shouts: "Flash, I know this area. I once worked it! There's an old food-lift there. It rises to the surface!"
"There it is! We can climb to the top... with that gun you can blast a hole in the surface ice!" Screeches the slave.

"Come on, then! We'll beat King Zeeo yet!" says Flash, as he starts up the side of the abandoned food-lift.

"I have given orders to retrace our path of search," says the captain. "We'll rise somewhat. That will give us a wider range on our search screen!"

"Captain Eyce!" The sub engineer shouts into a phone; "we cannot rise from our present depth! That man did sabotage this sub!"

Captain Eyce questions Liza's brother. "There's nothing that can be done," says the brother. "You only found part of what I did to this sub. We are lost. You have no radio, and soon no power!"

As the frantic crew works about the sub, unmindful of its course, the steicken craft bears down on the very food-lift that Flash and the slave are climbing to the surface.
High on the food-lift, Flash and the slave work their way to the surface. "Very near surface ice, now," the slave observes.

Below in the sub, Dale glances at the screen. Too late, she screams: "We're going to crash into something!"

The words scarcely leave Dale's lips when the search sub rams into the iron structure of the abandoned food-lift.

Flash and the slave are thrown from the lift... so great is the impact.

Dale, wide-eyed and speechless stares at the water that surges into her compartment.
Flash and the Slave drop back to the ocean floor.

Dale lunges for the compartment door but finds it secured.

The cold water rises slowly about her, flooding the small compartment.
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Flash and the Slave drop back to the ocean floor.

Dale lunges for the compartment door but finds it secured.

The cold water rises slowly about her, flooding the small compartment.

Captain Everse rushes toward her compartment. "Sir," says a crewman, "those quarters are sealed off. They are flooding!"

"Flooding? You've trapped the lady Dale," snaps the captain. "Break the seal!" The crewman stutters, "But, sir, that's impossible! They were sealed with the ray-weld!"

Meanwhile, Flash comes down near the wrecked sub. "So that's what did it," he mutters.
FLASH WORKS HIS WAY AROUND THE WRECKED SUB. THE SLAVE CALLS, "FLASH! COME HERE! THERE'S A LADY TRAPPED IN HERE!"

FLASH LOOKS THROUGH THE CLEAR PORTHOLE. "GREAT JUPITER! IT'S DALE," HE GASPS.

"LISTEN, MAN!" SAYS FLASH, "WHAT DO YOU KNOW OF THESE SUBS? IS THERE ANY WAY THAT WE CAN SAVE HER?"

"WE CAN TRY THE AIR LOCK," SAYS THE SLAVE. "THERE'S ONE JUST OFF HER COMPARTMENT. AIR LOCKS CAN BE OPENED FROM THE OUTSIDE!"

FOLLOWING THE SLAVE'S INSTRUCTIONS, FLASH WORKS HURRIEDLY OPENING THE OUTER PORTAL OF THE AIR LOCK.

INSIDE THE AIR LOCK, THEY START THE PUMPS TO DRAIN THE AIR LOCK. "I'LL START ON THIS DOOR," SAYS FLASH, AND KEEP THE PUMPS GOING."
DALE SCREAMS FRANTICALLY, "HELP! OH, FLASH! FLASH!" THEN SHE THINKS, "I MUST BE OUT OF MY MIND. FLASH IS LOST, TOO!"

CAPTAIN EYCE TAKES STEPS TO SAVE DALE. "I'M GOING THROUGH THE AIR LOCK OF THIS COMPARTMENT AND THEN INTO THE AIR LOCK FORWARD!"

AS FLASH OPENS THE DOOR TO DALE'S COMPARTMENT, THE WATER FLOODS THE AIR LOCK. "DALE!" HE YELLS, AND RACES FOR HER.

LIFTING HER CLEAR OF THE WATER, FLASH CARRIES HER INTO THE AIR LOCK. "FLASH! FLASH, DARLING! IS THIS TRUE?" SHE WHISPERS.

THE SLAVE SECURES THE DOOR TO THE FLOODED COMPARTMENT. THE PUMPS CARRY AWAY THE WATER, AND DALE IS SAFE FOR THE MOMENT.

BUT THEN IT DAWNS ON FLASH, "NONE OF US CAN LEAVE THIS AIR LOCK. WE ARE THREE AND WE HAVE BUT TWO DIVING UNIFORMS."
THE SEA DOOR IS OPENING!" SHOUTS THE SLAVE. "SOMEONE'S COMING IN AND THERE'S NO WAY TO STOP THEM! GET YOUR HEADGEAR ON, QUICKLY!"

FLASH THURSTS HIS DIVING HELMET ON DALE AS THE ROOM IS INSTANTLY FLOODED.

CAPTAIN EYCE ENTERS THE SLAVE BANGS THE DOOR CLOSED BEHIND THE CAPTAIN.

FLASH HOLDS THE CANISTER BETWEEN DALE AND HIMSELF, DETACHING THE HELMET FREQUENTLY, HE BREATHES DIRECTLY FROM THE CANISTER.

THE SLAVE, SEEING THE EXTRA UNIFORM THAT CAPT EYCE CARRIES, SNATCHES IT FROM HIM AND CLAMPS THE HELMET ON FLASH.

BACK AT THE ROYAL PALACE OF ARTICO, KING ZERO DEMANDS OF LIZA, "WHAT DO YOU MEAN, I'M RID OF MY ENEMIES?"
"You seemed to forget, Zero. That Dale was an enemy the same as Flash Gordon," says Liza. "You got rid of Flash... I got rid of Dale. She's at the bottom of the ocean!"

"How did she get there?" demands Zero. "She was hunting Flash. The sub was sabotaged!" laughs Liza.

"I'll deal with you later," storms Zero. "Right now I'm going after Dale, and you'd better pray to the gods that she is safe!"

Zero hurries to his racing sled. "I'll alert every sub operating out of the port of slaves!"

With incredible speed, Zero forces his way to the coast!

At the port of slaves all personnel bow to their king. "Reserve your courtesy for the dignity of my court. Stand now like men! This is an emergency," Zero bellows.
BACK AT THE WRECKED SUB, THE PUMPS HAVE CLEARED THE AIR LOCK. "GREAT ZEUS, WHAT IS THIS?" DEMANDS CAPT. EYCE.

DALE TELLS HER STORY... THEN FLASH ADDS HIS PART. "GLAD TO KNOW YOU, FLASH," SAYS THE CAPTAIN, "LET'S GO TO THE MAIN COMPARTMENT!"

UNDER ZERO'S LEADERSHIP SUBS PATROL THE OCEAN FLOOR. EACH SUB CARRIES SPECIAL NAUTICAL EQUIPMENT TO LOCATE THE WRECKAGE.

"YOUR MAJESTY, THERE IS THE WRECKED SUB. I'LL GET A BOARDING PARTY READY," SAYS A SUB CAPTAIN.

"NEVER MIND, CAPTAIN! I'LL BOARD THAT SUB MYSELF!" SAYS ZERO. "YOU JUST HAVE A BOARDING PARTY STAND BY. NOW GET ME A DIVER'S UNIFORM!"

ON THE WRECKED SUB CAPT. EYCE INTERRUPTS THE CONVERSATION. "WAIT! SOMEONE IS ENTERING THE AIR LOCK TO THIS MAIN COMPARTMENT!"
"IT'S KING ZERO," GASPS CAPTAIN EYCE AS HE STARES THROUGH A PORT INTO THE AIR LOCK. "ZERO!" SAYS FLASH, "STAND BACK, CAPTAIN, HE'S THE BOY I WANT TO SEE!"

AS KING ZERO STEPS INTO THE MAIN COMPARTMENT, FLASH WHIRLS HIM AROUND....

THE KING REACHES FOR HIS PISTOL, BUT FLASH BEATS HIM TO IT....

...THEN HURLS THE KING FREE....

"NOW, ZERO, THIS IS A GOOD PLACE FOR US TO TALK PEACE TEEMS," SAYS FLASH.

OUTSIDE THE STAND-BY PARTY LISTENS THROUGH EQUIPMENT ATTACHED TO THE HULL, "THE KINGS IN TROUBLE!"
Liza's brother, forgotten by the crew of the ill-fated sub, stirs from the floor of the brig. "We must have crashed.... the guards knocked out!"

"The door's ajar! Perhaps I have a chance yet. I'll take the guard's gun!" he thinks.

He works his way forward, nearing the main chamber of the sub. He hears Flash giving orders to King Zero. "Luck is with me," he thinks, as he steals closer.

Slipping through the corridor to the main chamber, he finds Flash directly in front of him.

"Look out, Flash!" Dale screams too late.......

... and Flash goes down under a heavy blow swung by Liza's brother.
GOOD WORK, PROSTER," SAYS ZERO. "THAT TURNS THE TIDE! DALE, YOU WILL RETURN WITH ME TO THE SURFACE! YOU, CAPTAIN EYCE, ARE TO REMAIN HERE!"

"YOU ARE A TRAITOR, EYCE. YOU HAVE AIDED MY ENEMIES, FLASH GORDON AND THAT POLITICAL PRISONER!" CONTINUES ZERO.

SOME TIME LATER, FLASH IS REVIVED. "WHAT HAPPENED?" HE MUTTERS. "PLENTY!" SAYS CAPTAIN EYCE, "WE ARE DOOMED!"

"ZERO TOOK DALE AND LEFT THE THREE OF US HERE. THIS AREA OF THE OCEAN WILL BE DECLARED OFF LIMITS. WE'LL NEVER BE RESCUED," SIGHS THE CAPTAIN.

"NEVER IS A LONG TIME, CAPTAIN. WE MAY HAVE A CHANCE! ZERO CALLED ME A POLITICAL PRISONER. I WAS ARCTICO'S LEADING SCIENTIST UNTIL I REFUSED TO OBEY ZERO'S INSANE ORDERS. MY NAME IS 'FRAZIL'!"

"FRAZIL!" SHOUTS EYCE, "THE MAN WHO DISCOVERED THE RAYS? THE MAN WHO DESIGNED ARCTICO'S SUBS? THIS IS FANTASTIC! YOUR SENTENCE IN SLAVERY HAS WARPED YOUR MIND! OR AM I WRONG...?"
"I GUESS YOU NEED PROOF, CAPTAIN," SAYS FRAZIL. "GIVE ME A HAND, FLASH, I'LL SEE WHAT WE CAN DO IN THE WAY OF COMMUNICATIONS!"

"BUT WE CAN'T FIND HELP ON ARCTICO," SAYS THE CAPTAIN. "NO, BUT WE CAN ON MONGO. TAKE OVER, FLASH, AND SEE IF YOU CAN CONTACT YOUR BASE," SAYS FRAZIL.

On MONGO, "DR. ZARKOV," CALLS AN OFFICER, "WE ARE RECEIVING A MESSAGE FROM FLASH GORDON!" "FLASH," MUTTERS ZARKOV, "AT LAST!"

Later, "FLASH IS WITH THE SCIENTIST WHO DEVELOPED THE FRAZIL-RAY. THEY GAVE ME A COUNTER WEAPON. WE'VE WORKED TO DO, LADS! LET'S GO," SAYS ZARKOV.

Hours later, "MOUNT ONE OF THESE IN THE NOSE OF EACH WINGLESS SPACE-SHIP! WHEN THAT'S COMPLETED WE LEAVE FOR ARCTICO!"

Back on ARCTICO: "WHAT DO WE DO NOW? WAIT FOR THE MONGO SHIPS?" ASKS CAPTAIN BYCE. "WE DO, CAPTAIN, BUT NOT FLASH," RETURNS FRAZIL.
"YOU'VE FORGOTTEN THE ESCAPE-GUN ON THIS SUB, EYCE... THERE MAY BE ENOUGH POWER LEFT TO FIRE IT ONCE. IF FLASH IS WILLING TO GAMBLE, WELL TRY!" SAYS FRAZIL.

"HERE'S THE UNIFORM, FLASH. WANT TO TRY IT?" ASKS THE CAPTAIN. "BRIEF ME ON IT!" ANSWERS FLASH. "HOW DO I GET THROUGH THE SURFACE ICE? WHAT ABOUT THE LONG WALK OVER THE SEA?"

"WE HAVE ENOUGH POWER TO FIRE ONCE. YOU FOLLOW A RAY FIRED FROM THE ESCAPE-GUN. THE RAY MAKES AN OPENING IN THE SURFACE ICE. THEN THE POWER-JACKET CARRIES YOU!"

"GOOD! I'LL TRY IT! WHEN ZAKROV ARRIVES, WE'LL BE BACK FOR YOU!" SAYS FLASH AS HE ENTERS THE FIRING CHAMBER OF THE ESCAPE-GUN.

"PRESSURE CONSTANT! READY!... FIRE!" ORDERS FRAZIL, AND CAPTAIN EYCE FIRES THE ESCAPE-GUN....

...AND FLASH FINDS HIMSELF SWIRLING UP THROUGH THE ICY WATERS OF ARCTICO'S OCEAN.
FLASH IS PROPELLED UPWARD ALONG THE PATH OF THE RAY......

THE RAY CUTS AN OPENING IN THE SURFACE ICE AND FLASH IS JETTED THROUGH.

ADJUSTING THE SHOULDER-STRAP CONTROL, FLASH LEVELS OFF AND FINDS HIMSELF SUPPORTED IN FLIGHT BY THE POWER-JACKET.

"I MUST GET TO DALE," THINKS FLASH AS HE HEADS FOR ZEROS INLAND PALACE.

BACK ON MONGO, ZARKOV LEADS THE TAKE-OFF OF A NEW FLEET OF SPACE-SHIPS.

OUT OF MONGO'S ATMOSPHERE, ZARKOV ORDERS, "ATTENTION ALL SHIPS: CUT IN NEWLY INSTALLED WEAPON X!"
REACHING THE COASTLINE, FLASH CLIMBS HIGH AND ONLY A VAPOR TRAIL INDICATES HIS PATH OF FLIGHT ACROSS THE LAND OF ARCTICO.

ZARKOV'S FLEET CLOSES IN ON ARCTICO AND ENCOUNTERS THE FIRST BLASTS OF FRAZIL-RAYS.

BUT THE SPACE-SHIPS DO NOT FalTER. THE COUNTER WEAPON X' KEEPS THE SHIPS FREE OF ICE.

"ATTENTION!" CALLS ZARKOV, "WE ARE THROUGH THE CURTAIN OF FRAZIL-RAYS EACH CRAFT PROCEED TO ITS ASSIGNED TARGET!"

THE SPACE-SHIPS PEEL OFF AND START THEIR RUNS OVER THEIR OBJECTIVES....

...ONE BY ONE THE FRAZIL-RAY GUNS OF ARCTICO CEASE TO EXIST.
In the royal palace of Arctico, King Zero stares at a televisor screen. "No! No! This can't happen here!" he moans.

"There it is... the palace of Arctico. I'll get Zero and then contact Zarkov!" thinks Flash as he nears his goal.

Surprising a guard, Flash overpowers him and gets his weapon.

Discarding his headgear and power jacket, he enters the palace. "Hard to believe, eh, Zero?" he says calmly.

"You! How did you get here? I'll--" roars Zero and starts for his gun.

"You'll do nothing," says Flash. He clips Zero with a right. Then adds, "Except, turn over the rule of Arctico to Dr. Frazil!"
SWINGING ZERO IN FRONT OF A VISICAL, FLASH ORDERS, "HAVE DALE BROUGHT IN HERE AND DON'T TRY ANY FANCY TRICKS!"

DALE IS BROUGHT TO THE ROOM. "CALL ZARKOV ON THE TELEVISION, DALE! I'LL KEEP ZERO UNDER CONTROL!" SAYS FLASH.

ZARKOV LANDS HIS SPACE-SHIP IN THE PALACE GROUNDS. MONGO TROOPS RUSH FROM THE SHIP.... AND SECURE THE PALACE FOR FLASH....

ANOTHER SHIP RUSHES TOWARD THE PORT OF SLAVES TO SAVE CAPT. EYCE AND DR. FRAZIL FROM THE OCEAN DEPTHS.

HOURS LATER, LIZA COMES TO FLASH PLEADING, "WHAT WILL YOU DO WITH ME?" FLASH RETURNS, "NOTHING! JUSTICE ON ARCTICO IS IN THE HANDS OF THE NEW GOVERNMENT...."

"THAT CLEAN-SHaven DR. FRAZIL AND THAT HANSOME CAPT. EYCE WILL TAKE OVER HERE! THEY'LL CHANGE THINGS ON ARCTICO. AS FOR ME, I'M TAKING DALE HOME TO MONGO!"
ON MONGO, WHERE SCIENCE HAS ADVANCED RAPIDLY, THESE MODES OF TRANSPORTATION ARE COMMONPLACE... COMPARE THEM WITH THEIR AMERICAN COUNTERPARTS...

THE "FLY-A-BOAT," NEWLY DESIGNED SPORT PLANE FOR THE AVERAGE MONGO MAN....

MONGO SPEED BOAT DESIGNED FOR INLAND WATERWAYS OR FOR OCEAN DEPTHS... FOR IT IS ALSO A SUBMARINE.

ALL THESE ARE POWERED BY ATOMIC ENERGY..... CONSUMED BY AN ATOMIC ENGINE HALF THE SIZE OF ANY CONVENTIONAL ENGINE.

... NEW FAMILY CAR "COMET"... A CAR THAT ATTAINS THE ULTIMATE IN LAND SPEED.... AND IT OPERATES ON A MINIMUM OF FUEL.
Flash Gordon

SPACE SHIP

SOLID SCALE MODEL

List of Materials
1 BLOCK BALSÄ 1" x 1" x 3"
2 BLOCKS BALSÄ §3" x §3" x 3"
2 SHEETS BALSÄ ¥ 2" x 4"
MODEL AIRPLANE CEMENT
SANDPAPER
WOOD FILLER
MODEL AIRPLANE DOPE

Instructions
1. TRACE SHAPES OF PARTS FROM SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC PLANS.
2. CUT OUT PARTS AND CARVE TO SHAPE. WING SHOULD TAPER TO SHARP LEADING & TRAILING EDGES.
3. GLUE WINGS TO FUSELAGE.
4. GLUE FIN TO FUSELAGE.
5. WHEN WINGS ARE DRY, GLUE ATOM ENGINES TO TIPS.
6. SMOOTH JOINTS, USING GLUE FOR FILLETS.
7. SAND WITH FINE PAPER.
8. BRUSH ON WOOD FILLER.
9. WHEN DRY, SAND AGAIN.
10. APPLY DOPE IN SEVERAL THIN COATS.